B1SA offers a comprehensive Preferential Procurement
Compliance Service. On our network we service clients
with a collective supplier base of over 150 000 unique
entities. B1SA has proven that a proactive approach to
Preferential Procurement not only improves your
B-BBEE score substantially, but also saves time and
money, in so doing increasing your competitiveness.

B1SA`s Preferential Procurement Services comprises the
following modules:
- Supplier Master Clean-Up
- Supplier Maintenance
- Ongoing Supplier Compliance
- Preferential Procurement Reporting
- Data Output
Our preferential procurement services assist our clients
to accurately measure and manage their preferential
procurement outcomes. We provide accurate data
which clients can use to make informed strategic
decisions concerning their sourcing and procurement
processes and their strategic transformation objectives.
Preferential Procurement is a crucial element in the
B-BBEE scorecard and the proactive measurement and
management of this component is essential to
achieving targeted outcomes.
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The B1SA approach
Supplier Master Data Clean-up
This initial data matching and cleaning process is vital
to the entire process of B-BBEE information
management. By “cleaning” the data, B1SA establishes
a supplier master (legal and B-BBEE master), by sorting
out duplicates and sets a B-BBEE progress status for
each supplier on the B1SA Network. We ensure that
we have the correct contact details to correspond with
each supplier master record for compliance purposes.
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Supplier Maintenance
After the initial data matching and cleaning process is
complete, the ongoing Supplier Compliance Process
provides for the maintenance of the universe of
suppliers applicable to compliance - by either adding
new suppliers (within the scope of SLA) or end-dating
non-active suppliers.
Ongoing Supplier Compliance
The B1SA Network ongoing supplier compliance
process aims to ensure that supplier B-BBEE
information is maintained. Compliance options
include B-BBEE and (optional) Regulatory (VAT, CIPC)
compliance. The BEE compliance process maintains
suppliers as “verification ready” at all times.
B1SA receives updated supplier B-BBEE information as
a consequence of one of three compliance
management processes, which combined constitute
the
ongoing
B-BBEE
Supplier
Compliance
Management Service provided by B1SA:
a)
b)
c)

Supplier Request For Information (RFI) issued
by B1SA directly on behalf of our client
Common supplier RFI update for another
client of B1SA
Supplier maintaining their B-BBEE Status on
the B1SA Network due to its unique value
proposition

B1SA tracks all submissions and uploads all supplier
certificates to the system. Supplier response rates are
optimized by continually managing the B-BBEE
progress status for each supplier. The status indicators
include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Data Cleaned - No B-BBEE response as yet.
Rated - Valid BEE Certificate on file
Verification pending - with a date of expected
completion of verification.
Certificate expiring - within 30 days
Certificate expired

B1SA Help Desk staff members are on hand every
working day between 08H00 and 17H00 to ensure that
entities are ably assisted with any queries related to
information
requests
and
documentation
requirements. They also explain the benefit of
maintaining up to date information on the B1SA
Network and expanded value tools and services
available to suppliers. Clients are provided with webbased access to view their Supplier Relationship
Module (SRM). The SRM contains all relevant
information and documentation pertaining to each
supplier.
Preferential Procurement Reporting
As part of their ongoing service, B1SA also performs
preferential procurement reporting and advanced
preferential procurement analytics. B1SA will produce
reports on any published sector scorecard. Supplier
and spend analytics provide clients with unique
insights into the makeup of their spend, the shortfall to
specific targets, group consolidated spend and other
relevant information to assist with policy adjustment,
behaviour changes - and ultimately improved
preferential procurement outcomes.
Below is a sample of the Generic Code report.

The reporting has a dependency on the receipt of
up-to-date spend information from clients on the
desired frequency, reflecting cumulative spend at each
interval for the current reporting period.
Excel Data File
B1SA will provide Clients an Excel Data File on a
desired frequency, containing all relevant information
pertaining to the service. The file also serves as an input
file into B-BBEE verification processes.
Benefits of the B1SA approach
- The B1SA process is more efficient and more
successful than a periodic manual interaction
process (monthly, quarterly, or annually at
verification time).
- Includes advanced technology and is supported by
a dedicated team, focused on client outcomes.
- Provides accurate and reliable data for BEE audit
purposes.
- Reduces supplier risk by maintaining regulatory
status.
- Provides advanced analytics to support target
objectives.
- Cost effective process leveraging off shared
suppliers on B1SA Network.
- Service commitment to data accuracy.
- Taking care of a non-core strategic objectives.

